Run Report - #2220
Belmont Tavern, Belmont
Workers Run
Hare: Dolebludger
Not a blue card of any variety in sight, but this didn’t stop the hash
“workers” from gathering outside the kids play centre at Belmont for the
dolebludgers workers run. Despite the hi vis vests and hard hats, Waste
of Time, VD & Tinkerbelle were not fooling anyone.
Hare Dolebludger informed us that it might not be appropriate to have
the hash circle beside a play centre, so the onon after the run would be
on the other side of the carpark - outside the child minding centre,
obviously a much more suitable place.
After the normal pre run bullshit (and Radar’s dog’s dogshit), the running
pack set off to quickly find the first of many 2 ways. After 15 minutes
even the slowest hashmen had worked out that there were no FTs marked
off the 2 ways and all of the no through roads were really CBs although
there were no actual CBs marked. If you were on chalk you were on trail,
if not go back and look. Most arrows up side streets were ignored in the
second half of the run. With no rain for months, there were also a few old
markings just to make it harder for the hare and help confuse the issue.
Still it seemed to work, kept the pack together & occasionally caught out
the FRTs. I stopped following Chips after he managed to pick every wrong
2 way.
After crossing under the gateway 14 runners made the first regroup at the
edge of Minippi parklands. The trail was then up Meadowlands Road
where “worker” Tinkerbelle had a nasty fall due to inadequate signage
and risk assessment by management. A compo claim is being lodged.
Back into Belmont Road, Catgut went right and wasn’t seen again and
half the runners including Multiple Choice, Luftwaffe, Dr Who and the
honourable GM shortcut for home. The remaining 7 runners (Bugs,
Optus, Tinkerbelle, Royal Screw, JC, Craft & Chips) continued across
Belmont Rd for an extra 15 minutes eventually arriving home right on the
hour.
Scruffy called the circle to order, Anchovy interrupted with some
comment about Dolebludger and workers and oxymorons. This was
deemed too intellectual for a hash circle so he was immediately iced. The
hare somehow managed to escape an icing.
There were downdowns for visitors Sonar & Pool Puller and for JC
beating Miles to 1350 runs.
Brengun was probably at the Gap for next week’s run, so stand in monk
Layup told how Pool Puller got his name and then iced Waste of Time
for imitating a worker when he was really a rich CEO. WoT was the only
nomination for SoW.

Inside was a good food deal – 2 for $14 or $19 depending on the
Dolebludger or Sonar version. Dolebludger promised to make up the
difference for all those who paid $19.
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